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T R A N s something, the newsletter you get when you Join TGIC 

Monthly Magazine of the Transgender Independence Club April Fools Day, 1998 

April, No Fooling! 

April of the TGIC club has invited SOs of club 
members to come to the club . I'd like to second 
that invitation on behalf of the club . However, 
because of the fact that I left it in the wrong 
folder and accidently erased the original, the 
actual text will have to wait. Next month ; soddy. 

Go To Helena 
Helena - from Connections Psychotherapy 
would like to start a small group therapy session 
for current and former spouses of transgendered 
and transsexual people . If you are interested or 
know of someone who might be, please have 

them call Helena at - . 

April Foolery 
Well, that's enough serious stuff The rest of this 
document is pretty silly, outright nasty or plain 
out stupid. Complaints will be ignored as usual. 
You are warned that if you read a joke and take 
offense at it, please reenter the time warp and the 
next time, do not read it! 

Microsoft 
There is no truth to the rumor that Microsoft is 

heaven, nor Bill Gates is God. Neither would 
stoop so low. It is also not true that Microsoft 
purchased the United States of America and plans 
to run it as a wholly owned subsidiary. 

Eschew Obfuscation. 

[Bald Eagle] A man is caught by a forest ranger, 
sitting at a makeshift campfire and, to the ranger's 
horror, eating a bald eagle . The man was jailed 
for the crime. On the day of his trial , the 
conversation goes something like this : JUDGE : 
"Do you know that eating a bald eagle is a federal 
offense?" MAN: "Yes I do . But if you let me 
argue my case, I'll explain what happened." 
JUDGE: "Proceed." MAN: "I got lost in the 
woods . I hadn't had anything to eat for two 
weeks. I was so hungry. Next thing I see is a 
Bald Eagle swooping down at the lake for some 
fish. I knew that if I followed the Eagle I could 
maybe steal the fish . I caught up with the eagle 
who lighted upon a tree stump to eat the fish . I 
threw a stone toward the eagle hoping he would 
drop the fish and fly away. Unfortunately, in my 
weakened condition, my aim was off, and the 
rock hit the eagle squarely on his poor little head, 
and killed it. I thought long and hard about what 
had happened, but figured that since I'd killed it, 
I might as well eat it, since it would be more 
disgraceful to let it rot on the ground. And that 
was when the good ranger found me." 

JUDGE: "The court will recess while we 
consider your testimony." [ Fifteen minutes 
later. .. . ] JUDGE: "Due to the extreme 
circumstance you were under and because you 
didn't intend to kill the eagle, the court will 
dismiss the charges." The judge then leans over 
the bench and whispers, "If you don't mind my 
asking, what does a bald eagle taste like?" MAN: 
"Well your honor, it is hard to explain. The best 
I can describe is it's somewhere between a 
California Condor and a Spotted Owl." 

Why does a mermaid wear seashells? Because she 
is too big for B-shells and too small for D-shells . 



The Ballad of the Bobbitt 
Hillbillies 

Come and listen to my story bout a man named 
John , 

A poor ex-marine with a little fraction gone. 
It seems one night after gettin' with the wife, 
She loped off his don with the swipe of a knife. 
Peni s, that is . Clean cut. Missed his nuts . 

Well the next thing you know there's a Ginsu 
by his side, 

And Lorena's in the car takin' Willie for a ride . 
She soon got tired of her purple-headed friend , 
And she tossed him out the window as she 

rounded a bend. 
Curve, that is. Tossed the nub . In the shrub. 

She went to the law and confessed to the attack . 
And they called out the dogs just to get his 

weenie back 
They sniffed and they barked and they pointed 

"Over there" 
To John Wayne's henry that was waving in the 

air 
Found that is . By a fence . Evidence. 

Now Peter and John couldn't stay apart lon 
So a dick doc said, "Hey I can fix your dong!" 
"A needle and thread is all we're gonna need," 
And the whole world waited till they heard that 

Johnny peed. 
Wizzed that is. Even seam. Straight stream. 

Well healed and he hardened and he took his case 
to court. 

With a half-assed lawyer, cause his assets came 
up short. 

They cleared her of assault and acquitted him of 
rape, 

And his pecker was the only one they didn't show 
on tape. 

Video that is. Unexposed. Case closed. 

Ya'll sleep on your stomachs now, ya hear? 

Chicken Gun 

Scientists at NASA have developed a gun built 
specifically to launch dead chickens at the 
windshields of airliners, military jets and the 
space shuttle, all traveling at maximum velocity . 
The idea is to simulate the frequent incidents of 
collisions with airborne fowl to test the strength 
of the windshields . 

British engineers heard about the gun and were 
eager to test it on the windshields of their new 
high speed trains . Arrangements were made. But 
when the gun was fired, the engineers stood 
shocked as the chicken hurtled out of the barrel, 
crashed into the shatterproof shield, smashed it to 
smithereens, crashed through the control console, 
snapped the engineer's backrest in two and 
embedded itself in the back wall of the cabin. 
Hod begged the U.S . scientists for suggestions. 

NASA's response was just one sentence, "Thaw 
the chicken." 

Q. How many Canadians does it take to screw in 
a light bulb? 

A.(a) Only one, but he has to see an American do 
it first. (b) Twelve. Four to form a Parliamentary 
study committee to decide how to solve the 
problem, one Francophone to complain that I 
didn't translate this joke into French, one Native 
Canadian to protest that the interests of Native 
Canadians have been overlooked, one woman 
from the National Action Committee On the 
Status Of Women to say that women have been 
underrepresented in the process, one to go over 
the border to the Niagara Falls Factory Outlet 
Mall and buy a new bulb and not pay duty on it 
on the way back, one to actually screw it in, one 
to collect taxes on the whole procedure so the 
government can afford it, one to buy a case of 
Molson for everybody to drink, and one to drop 
the puck. 



Clinton Sex Survey 
With the Clinton sex scandal topping the news, 
the Washington Post conducted a survey , asking 
one thousand women if they would sleep with the 
president. An astonishing 73% replied, ''Never 
agam ." 

Engineers 

Top l l engineers' terminologies and what they 
really mean : A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT 
APPROACHES ARE BEING TRIED--We still 
don 't know what we're doing. AN EXTENSIVE 
REPORT IS BEING PREPARED TO OUTLINE 
A FRESH APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM--We 
just hired three kids fresh out of college. CLOSE 
PROJECT COORDINATION--We know who to 
blame . MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL 
BREAKTHROUGH -- It looks very hi-tech, but 
still doesn't work. CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
IS DELIVERED, ASSURED --We are so far 
behind schedule the customer will be happy to get 
it delivered. PRELIMINARY OPERATIONAL 
TESTS WERE INCONCLUSIVE -- The dam 
thing blew up when we threw the switch. TEST 
RESULTS WERE EXTREMELY GRATIFYING 
-- We were so surprised the stupid thing works. 
THE ENTIRE CONCEPT WILL HA VE TO BE 
ABANDONED The only person who 
understood the thing quit. IT IS IN THE 
PROCESS -- It is so wrapped up in red tape that 
the situation is about hopeless. WE WILL LOOK 
INTO IT -- Forget it! We have enough problems 
for now. PLEASE NOTE AND INITIAL -- Let's 
spread the responsibility for the goof-up. 

Kids in the back seat cause accidents~ 
accidents in the back seat cause kids. 

It's hard to make a comeback when you 
haven't been anywhere. 

Lead me not into temptation (I can find the 
way myself) . 

When you're finally holding all the cards, why 
does everyone else decide to play chess? 

Beer 

Yesterday scientists revealed that beer contains 
traces of female hormones . To prove their 
theory , the scientists fed 100 men 12 bottles of 
beer and observed that 100% of them gained 
weight, talked excessively without making 
sense, became emotional, and couldn't drive . No 
further testing is planned. 

Too Much Coffee? 

You Know You're Drinking Too Much Coffee 
When ... 
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- You answer the door before people knock . 
- Juan Valdez named his donkey after you. 
- You ski uphill. 
- You have named all of your children "Joe" . 
- You grind your coffee beans in your mouth . 
- You sleep with your eyes open. 
- You have to watch videos in fast-forward. 
- The only time you're standing still is during 

an earthquake. 
- You can take a picture of yourself from ten 

feet away without using the timer. 
- You're the employee of the month at the 

local coffeehouse and you don't work there. 
- You've worn out your third pair of tennis 

shoes this week. 
- Your eyes stay open when you sneeze. 
- You chew on other people's fingernails. 
- You can type sixty words per minute .. . with 

your feet. 
- You can j ump-start your car without cables. 
- Cocaine !S a downer. 
- You don't need a hammer to pound nails. 
- Your only source of nutrition comes from 

"Sweet & Low." 
- You don't sweat, you percolate. 
- You buy 112 & 112 by the barrel. 
- You've worn out the handle on your favorite 

mug. 
- You go to AA meetings just for the free 

coffee. 
- You walk twenty miles on your treadmill 

before you realize it's not plugged in. 
- You forget to unwrap candy bars before 

eating them. 



Improved English 

The European Commision have just 
announced an agreement whereby English will 
be the official language of the EU rather than 
German , which was the other possibility . As 
part of the negotiations Her Majesty's 
Government conceded that English spelling had 
some room for improvement and has accepted 
a 5 year phase-in plan that would be known as 
'Euro-English.' 

In the first year s' replace the soft c'. 
Sertainly, this will make the sivil servants jump 
with joy. The hard c' will be dropped in 
favour of the k' . This should klear up 
konfusion and keyboards kan have one less 
letter. There will be growing publik enthusiasm 
in the sekond year when the troublesome ph' 
will be replased with the f. This will make 
words like fotograf 20% shorter. 

In the 3rd year, publik akseptanse of the 
new spelling kan be expected to reach the stage 
where more komplikated changes are possible. 
Governments will enkorage the removal of 
double leters which have always ben a deterent 
to akurate speling. Also al wil agre that the 
horible mes of the silent e' in the languag is 
disgraseful and it should go away . 

By the 4th yer peopl wil be reseptiv to steps 
such as replasing th' with z' and w' with v' . 
During ze fifz yer ze unesesary o' kan be 
dropd from vords kontaining ou' and similar 
changes vud of kors be aplid to ozer 
kombinations of leters. After ziz fifz yer ve vil 
hav a rali sensibl riten styl. Zer vii be no mor 
truble or difikultis and evrivun vil find it ezi tu 
understand ech ozer. 

ZE DREM VIL FINAU KIM TRU! 

Jury: a panel empowered to determine which 
person has the better attorney . 

Dave - 's 

ARE YOU A GUY??? 

1) . Alien beings from a highly advanced society 
v1s1t the Earth , and you are the first human they 
encounter. As a token of intergalactic friendship, 
they present you with a small but incredibly 
sophisticated device that is capable of curing all 
disease, providing an infinit supply of clean 
energy, wiping out hunger and poverty , and 
permanently eliminating oppression and violence 
all over the entire Earth . You decide to : 

a. Present it to the president of the United 
States 

b. Present it to the secretary general of the 
United Nations 

c. Take it apart 

2) As you grow older, what lost quality of your 
youthful life do you miss the most? 

a. Innocence 
b. Idealism 
c. Cherry bombs 

3) When is it okay to kiss another male? 
a. When you wish to display simple and 

pure affection without regard for narrow-minded 
social conventions 

_ b. When he is the pope (Not on the lips) 
c. When he is your brother and you are Al 

Pacino and this is the only really sportsmanlike 
way to let him know that, for business reasons, 
you have to have him killed 

4) What about hugging another male? 
a. If he's your father and at least one of you 

has a fatal disease 
b. If you're performing the Heimlich 

maneauver (And even in this case, you should 
repeatedly shout: "I am just dislodging food 
trapped in this male's trachea! I am not in any 
way aroused!") 

c. If you're a professional baseball player 
and a teammate hits a home run to win the 
World Series, you may hug him provided that 

( 1) he is legally within the basepath, 



(2) both of you are wearing protective cups , 
and (3) you also pound him fraternally with 
your fist hard enough to cause fractures 

5) Complete this sentence: A funeral is a good 
time to .. 

a. remember the deceased and console his 
loved ones 

b. reflect upon the fleeting transience of 
earthly 1 i fe 

c. tell the joke about the guy who has 
Alzheimer's disease and cancer 

6) In your opinion, the ideal pet is 
a. A cat 
b. A dog 
c. A dog that eats cats 

7) You have been seeing a woman for several 
years . She's attractive and intelligent, and you 
always enjoy being with her. One leisurely 
Sunday afternoon the two of you are taking it 
easy - you're watching a football game; she's 
reading the papers - when she suddenly, out of 
the clear blue sky, tells you that she thinks she 
really loves you, but she can no longer bear the 
uncertainty of not knowing where your 
relationship is going. She says she's not asking 
whether you want to get married; only whether 
you believe that you have some kind of future 
together, What do you say? 

a. That you sincerely believe the two of you 
do have a future, but you don't want to rush it 

b. That although you also have stong feelings 
for her, you cannot honestly say that you'll be 
ready anytime soon to make a lasting 
commitment, and you don't want to hurt 
her by holding out false hope 

c. That you cannot believe the Jets called a 
draw play on third and seventeen 

8) Okay, so you have decided that you truly 
love a woman and you want to spend the rest of 
your life with her - sharing the joys and the 
sorrows, the triumphs and the tragedies, and all 
the adventures and opportunities that the world 
has to offer, come what may. How do you tell 

her '> 

a. You take her to a nice restaurant and tell 
her after dinner 

b. You take her for a walk on a moonlit 
beach, and you say her name, and when she 
turns to you, with the sea breeze blowing her 
hair and the stars in her eyes, you tell her 

c. Tell her what'> 

9) One weekday morning your wife wakes up 
feeling ill and asks you to get your three 
children ready for school. Your first question to 
her is: 

a. "Do they need to eat anything?" 
b. "They're in school already?" 
c. "There are three of them?" 

10) When is it okay to throw away a set of 
veteran underwear? 

a When it has turned the color of a dead 
whale and developed new holes so large that 
you're not sure which ones were originally 
intended for your legs 

b. When it is down to eight loosely 
connected underwear molecules and have to be 
handled with tweezers 

c. It is never okay to throw away veteran 
underwear. A real guy checks the garbage 
regularly in case somebody - and we are not 
naming names, but this would be his wife -
is quietly trying to discard his underwear, 

which she is frankly jealous of, because the guy 
seems to have a more intimate relationship with 
it than with her 

11) What, in your opinion, is the most 
reasonable explanation for the fact that Moses 
led the Israelites all over the place for forty 
years before they finally got to the Promised 
Land 

a. He was being tested 
b. He wanted them to really appreciate the 

Promised Land when they finally got there 
c. He refused to ask directions 

s 



l 2) What is the human race 's single greatest 
achievement') 

a. Democracy 
b. Reli gion 
c. Remote Co ntrol 

How to score : Gi ve yourself one point for every 
time you picked an swer "c." A real guy would 
score at least I 0 on this test. In fact , a real guy 
would score at least l 5, because he would get 
the special five-point bonus for knowing the 
joke about the guy who has Alzheimer's disease 
AND cancer. 

Headlines 

GA TORS TO FACE SEMINOLES WITH 
PETERS OUT The Tallahassee Bugle 

MESSIAH CLIMAXES IN CHORUS OF 
HALLELUJAHS The Anchorage Alaska Times 

GOVERNOR'S PENIS BUSY [should be "Pen 
Is"] The New Haven Connecticut Register 

THANKS TO PRESIDENT CLINTON, STAFF 
SGT. FRUER NOW HAS A SON The Arkansas 
Plainsman 

STARR AGHAST AT FIRST LADY SEX 
POSITION The Washington Times 

CLINTON STIFF ON WITHDRAW AL The 
Bosnia Bugle 

DILBERT® 
By Scott Adams 

LONG ISLAND STIFFENS POR LILI 'S BLOW 
Newsday 

ORGAN FESTIVAL ENDS IN SMASHING 
CLIMAX San Antonio Rose 

PETROLEUM JELLY KEEPS IDLE TOOLS 
RUST-FREE Chicago Daily News 

TEXTRON INC. MAKES OFFER TO SCREW 
COMPANY S STOCKHOLDERS 
The Miami Herald 

MARRIED PRIESTS IN CATHOLIC 
CHURCH A LONG TIME COMING The New 
Haven Connecticut Register 

GOVERNOR CHILES OFFERS RARE 
OPPORTUNITY TO GOOSE HUNTERS The 
Tallahassee Democrat 

WOULD SHE CLIMB TO THE TOP OF rvffi. 
EVEREST AGAIN? ABSOLUTELY! 
The Houston Chronicle 

What was the best thing before sliced bread? 
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Just the Pants 

TRUE STORY AND A GOOD LA UGH .. 
Cross my heart th is happened to this who guy 
lives in Westchester, NY , and goes to school at 
Ithaca College . For two years, he has wanted to 
ask a certain girl (who is also from Westchester 
and also goes to Ithaca) out on a date , but has 
never had the courage. Finally , one day over the 
summer, he sees her at home and musters up the 
courage to ask her out. She accepts, and they 
make dinner plans for Saturday night. 

Friday night, this guy goes out with all f 
his buddies, and drinks like Prohibition is 
coming back. Saturday, he is in such bad shape 
that he can't make it through twenty minutes 
without either throwing up or using the 
bathroom. After several hours of this, he is able 
to stop throwing up, but he is still running to 
the toilet every 20 minutes . He doesn't want 
to cancel the date, because he's afraid he won 't 
ever talk to her again . So they meet in 
Westchester, and take the train to New York 
City (about a 30 minute ride) . They get to the 
restaurant, and he excuses himself during the 
appetizers to use the bathroom. They enjoy the 
rest of the appetizers without interruption, but 
he has to go back again during the entrees. 

They decide to get dessert. During dessert, 
our hero feels another rumbling, but doesn't 
want to look like a complete bathroom freak, so 
he holds it. After a few minutes, the rumbling 
subsides, but he still has a bit of gas stored up. 
He decides to let this little bit of gas fly right 
there at the table (discreetly, of course) . 
Unfortunately , this little bit of gas came with 
another little surprise . "Oh crap," he thinks 
(and feels) . Instead of running to the bathroom 
right away , our hero immediately leans on the 
arms of his chair to keep from sitting on this 
surprise. He maintains this yoga position for the 
rest of dessert, trying to figure out what to do 
before his tan pants (a) start to smell, or (b) 
start to show stains on the outside. He quickly 
pays for dinner and they leave the restaurant. 

Oh , by the way, he is walking like a 
cowboy . On the way to the train station , they 
pass the Gap . "Do you mind if I run in and buy 
a sweater that I was looking at last week 'J" he 
asks. "No problem, I'd like to look around 
too ," she replies . They go into the Gap . 
Fortunately, at the Gap , men 's fashions are on 
the right, women's fashions are on the left. 
They split up . Our hero grabs the first sweater 
within reach , and hurries back to the khakis . 
After selecting a pair that most closely 
resemble his current outfit, he brings both items 
to the register . His eyes are on his date (still on 
the other side of the store) to make sure that she 
doesn 't see him buying the pants . He doesn 't 
even want the sweater, so he says through 
clenched teeth (just in case his date can read 
lips from 40 feet away) "Just the pants ." What?" 
asks the Gap girl. "Just the pants!" (Eyes still 
trained on his date.) Gap girl : "Oh,OK." He 
pays for the pants and walks over to his date, 
then they leave the store. 

They board the train just before it leaves the 
station and find two seats in the middle of the 
car. Without sitting down, our hero excuses 
himself and walks to the bathroom in the back 
of the car. He gets to the bathroom as the train 
departs, and quickly rips off his pants and boxer 
shorts. He rolls them into a ball and throws 
them out the window. After cleaning himself 
off, he opens the Gap bag and pulls out... just 
the sweater. 

Fourth grade kid proverbs; they did the endings: 

The grass is always greener when you leave 
the sprinkler on. 
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A rolling stone plays the guitar. 
The grass is always greener when you 

remember to water it. 
A bird in the hand is a real mess. 
No news is no newspaper. 
It's better to light one candle than to waste 

electricity . 
You have nothing to fear but homework. 
If you can't stand the heat, go swimming. 



Points to Ponder 

- What is the speed of dark" 
- When yo u're sending someone Styrofoam, 
what do you pack it in° 
- If women wear a pair of pants, a pair of 
glasses , and a pair of earrings, why don 't they 
wear a pair of bras" 
- How come you never hear about gruntled 
employees" 
- What is a "free" gift? Aren't all gifts free" 
- After eating, do amphibians have to wait one 
hour before getting out of the water? 
- If white wine goes with fish, do white grapes 
go with sushi? 
- What's another word for synonym? 
- If someone with multiple personalities 
threatens to kill himself, is it considered a 
hostage situation? 
- Why are builders afraid to have a 13th floor 
and planes don't have a row 13, but book 
publishers aren't afraid to have a Chapter 11? 
- How can there be self-help groups? 
- Why do you need a driver's license to buy 
liquor when you can't drink and drive? 
- Why are cigarettes sold in gas stations when 
smoking is prohibited there? 
- If a cow laughed, would milk come out her 
nose? 
- Why are there interstate highways in Hawaii? 
- Why is it that when you transport something 
by car, its called a shipment, but when you 
transport something by ship, its called cargo? 
- Why do we play in recitals and recite in 

plays? 
- Why isn't phonetic spelled the way it sounds? 
- Where are Preparations A through G? 
- Are there seeing eye humans for blind dogs? 
- If knees were backwards, what would chairs 
look like? 
- When your pet bird sees you reading the 
newspaper, does he wonder why you're just 
sitting there, staring at carpeting? 
- What happened to the first 6 "ups"? 
- If an orange is orange, why isn't a lime called 
a green or a lemon called a yellow? 

- Why does your nose run , and your feet smell 0 

- If olive oil comes from olives, where does 
baby oil come from " 
- Hermits have no peer pressure . 
.: Whenever I think of the past, it brings back so 
many memones ... 
- There's a fine line between fishing and just 
standing on the shore like an idiot.. 
- How much deeper would the ocean be if 
sponges didn't live there? 
- What a nice night for an evening. 
- When I was in high school , I got in trouble 
with my girlfriend's Dad. He said, "I want my 
daughter back by 8: 15 ." I said, "The middle of 
August? Cool!" 
- Did Washington just flash a quarter for his 
ID? 
- I just got skylights put in my place. The 
people who live above me are furious . 
- I live on a one-way dead-end street. 
- It doesn't matter what temperature a room is, 
it's always room temperature. 
- Yesterday, my eyeglass prescription ran out. 
- I was hitchhiking the other day and a hearse 
stopped. I said, "No thanks-I'm not going that 
far." 
- I played a blank tape on full volume. The 
mime who lives next door complained. 
- Why in a country of free speech, are there 
phone bills? 
- When sign makers go on strike, is anything 
written on their signs? 
-Where do forest rangers go to "get away from 

it all?" 
- Why isn't there mouse-flavored cat food? 
- What do you do when you see an endangered 
animal eating an endangered plant? 
- If a parsley farmer is sued, can they garnish 
his wages? 
-Would a fly without wings be called a walk? 
-Why do they lock gas station bathrooms? Are 
they afraid someone will clean them? 
- If a stealth bomber crashes in a forest, will it 
make a sound? 
-Why don't sheep shrink when it rains? 
- Can vegetarians eat animal crackers? 
-Why did kamikaze pilots wear helmets? 

\ 
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Transgenderist's Independence Oub 
PO Box 13604, Albany, NY 12212-3604 
( 518) 436-4513 (live Thurs. 7 :30-10 PM) 

Transgenderi st's Independence Club (TGIC) is a 

or write to : 
IFGE (617) 899-2212 
PO Box 229 
Waltham, MA 02154-0229 

nonprofit, educational , non-sexual social support ANONYMOUS HIV ANTIBODY TESTING 

5.....,~~roup for persons wishing to explore beyond the 
1 \ ,...- e- Your regional HIV Counseling and Testing 

conventional boundaries of gender, including a-1\e. Program provides free HIV counseling and 
~f \ crossdressers, transsexuals and their friends . .b d · d f 

1 :\'cA. anti o y testmg, support an re erra . No names 

~ TGIC Officers ,, BO S.S W• "'"""will be asked. 

President Winnie - . / 
Vice President Tina - _ H; T111t• j ? (NYS Health Department) 

Secretary open~ U spJ qcA..tJ • 
Treasurer Winnie -

f Call : ( 5 l 8) 4 8 6- 1 5 9 5 or 1 -8 0 0-9 6 2-5 0 6 5 . 

Newsletter Editor Vicky - -;'Y ~ 

The Transgenderist is the newsletter of TGIC, 
published monthly and mailed First Class to 
members, prospective members, friends, 
professionals, and exchange publications. 
Copyright 1998 TGIC unless otherwise stated. 
No part may be reproduced without prior 
permission from the originator. 

Readers are invited to submit articles relevant to 
d l the Transgendered Community for consideration. 
f:~ You may bring or mail typed pages for 
!,../'"' publication to the TGIC clubroom. Format 

should follow that shown in the current 
newsletter. You may also e-mail the articles to 
vicky _s@juno .com. The article should be part of 
the body of the e-mail. 

Regular Meetings are held every Thursday at 
the TGIC Club Room on Central Avenue in 
Albany, 7:30 PM to 10 PM. Some come earlier 

_l and stay later, but it is wise to call if you are not 
\l.J' a Keyholder or if it is your first visit. Come 
~ dressed either way, meet and talk with friends . 
t).W\ Many continue to socialize at one of the local 

oph~ night spots after the meetings. 

BECOME AN IFGE MEMBER 
The International Foundation for Gender 
Education is a 501 ( c )3 non-profit organization. 
Basic membership is $25 per year. Subscriptions 
to Transgender Tapestry are $40. Brochures and 
forms are available in the TGIC Club Room. Call 

• Connections 
Psychotherapy Assoc 1ates 

MOONHAWK RIVER STONE, S.S. 

PH.D. CANDIDA"TC 

10 Colvin Avenue• P.O. Box 6370 •Albany. NY 12206 
<S 18) 446-1261 

· ··· ············••L£~··•·&•LA.•.a..u••····· 
-~~,::~,::~ 

~·~~-~~-~~ 
=---~::;;,,,~;;,,~-... ... ..................................... 

Arlene lstar Lev 
ll-CSW, CASAC 

321 Washington Avenue 
Albmy, NY 12206 
5111"3-9152 

Choices 
Counseling Associates 
··· ······································· 
"-"'=~.....::::~....-::::::~ 
~-~~-~~-~~ 
::::;.....~:::::.-'~"::=/~-. .. ... ............... .. . 



TGIC On-Line 
All transgendered people are invited to Join TGIC 
On-Line. an informal e-mail network sponsored 
by Transgenderist Independence Club (TGIC) 
Messages exchanged on TGIC On-Line focus on 
events of interest to transgendered people in a 
region from Lake Placid to Newburg. If you 
are interested in joining the network , or want 
more information about TGIC, send an e mail 
message to : TGIC-request@hartebeest.com with 
any subject 1 ine and in the message body, the 
text: 

JOIN TGIC 
STOP 

(Please note : JOIN TGIC must be on line 1. 
STOP must be on line 2) You will receive an 
automated acknowledgment (Journal) of your 
request, which must be approved with the list 
moderator. 

TRl-ESS MEETINGS IN SCHENECTADY 
Meetings are held in at the Days Inn . Nott Terrace 
in Schenectady . Call Monica at or 
Evelyn at for further information. 

_c~ CJ:Ji 1

i 
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Tracy Oppelt 

0='wt .:4unu '.A~ 
0~2 ~-~~ ~l(d . 
J.~. ~ \'< l 1. 12'11..~ 

782-1ts26 

Master Barber and Cosmetologist 
Located at: 

Maria's Hair Care 
1573 A Central Ave. 
Colonie, New York 
518-869-5604 

Calendar and Events 

TGIC meetings are held Th ursdays at 7:30 in the 
clubhouse. 

Events of Note 

April 3-5 

April 11 

April 24-26 

April 25 

June 10-14 

July 15-19 

5th Annual Bisexual Conference 
Boston, MA 

Twenty Club , Hartford, CT 

Full Circle of Women, Mass. 

Twenty Club, Hartford, CT 

16th Annual Be All You Can 
Be Weekend 

S.P.I.C.E. VI for 
crossdressers and spouses, 
Atlanta, Georgia 

September 27-0ctober 4 Albany Pride Week 

December 3 

Jan 1, 2001 

Jan 1, 3001 

Tentative date for Earth 
demolition 

Millennium 

Trillennium ( 

JOSEFINA A. SPECKERT M. Ed. 

LICENSED MENTAL HEALTH, MARRIAGE 
& FAMJLY COUNSELING 

100 WENDELL AVE, SUITE 302 
PITTSFIELD, MA. 01201 

(413) 499-5858 

Comments? Vicky E. - , vicky_s@juno.com 

- 'Albany, NY 12203. 
~ 
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